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Thank you for the opportunity to make these comments.
We ask you to adopt our recommendations.
As we show in our following comments, Application DIR111 and the RARMP do not satisfy the
requirements set in out in the following sections of the OGTR’s Risk Analysis Framework:
“35: The requirement to focus on objective scientific information is evident in the matters specified …
in the DNIR and DIR application forms that must be provided to the Regulator.
113: An application submitted to the Regulator must contain information that defines the GMO and the
dealings as set out in the Act and the application forms.
123: The Act requires a case by case assessment of applications for intentional environmental release
and the selection of appropriate baseline(s) will form part of this process.
128: The information that must be supplied by the applicant is specified in the DNIR and DIR
application forms issued by the Regulator which provide an important source of information for
determining adverse outcomes.
165: Only applications containing sufficient information will be considered by the Regulator. In the
absence of adequate information the Regulator may reject the application, request more information
from the applicant or, if unable to proceed with the assessment, decide to stop the clock on the
application until the information is provided.
344: … The applicant must ensure that all responses are supported by appropriate data and literature
citations. Wherever possible quantitative data should be provided. It is expected that the applicants
will collect relevant data during contained work and early trials to support applications for dealings
involving intentional releases of GMOs.”
We therefore recommend that the application be rejected.
1. Selectable markers
Section 4 (aa) of the Gene Technology Act 2000 requires the application of the precautionary
principle. In the interests of human and animal health, the OGTR and other regulators should apply
the principle to antibiotic resistance marker genes, by requiring their removal from all commercial GM
food crops and the food products derived from them.
Applicants should be required to use other selectable markers in GMOs proposed for commercial
release as they do not pose the same unresolved public health questions as antibiotic resistance
marker genes.
Systems for the removal of antibiotic resistance marker genes have been developed and the OGTR
should require them to be used.
http://www.gmocompass.org/eng/safety/human_health/129.alternatives_antibiotic_resistance_marker_genes.html
Indeed, section 8.2 of the application (Page 33) notes that: “In line X5.3-1 the nptII (hygromycin
phosphotransferase) gene has been excised, and is no longer present.” Although hygromycin is not
registered for clinical use in Australia, as an appropriate precaution the OGTR should require these
genes to be also excised from other lines. Monsanto also reports that: “cre and nptII cassette
elements were absent in LY038,” GM maize. http://cera-

gmc.org/index.php?action=gm_crop_database&mode=ShowProd&data=LY038
Page 45 of the application also discloses: “The ampicillin resistance gene in the back bone both of the
plasmids (sic)” but this gene and its potential negative impacts are nowhere assessed in the OGTR’s
Risk Assessment and Risk Management Plan (RARMP). Wikipedia says: “Ampicillin is closely related
to amoxicillin, another type of penicillin, and both are used to treat urinary tract infections, otitis media,
Haemophilus influenzae, salmonellosis and Listeria meningitis. … Of concern is the number of
bacteria that become resistant to Ampicillin necessitating combination therapy or use of other
antibiotics.” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ampicillin This deserves discussion, at least, but the RARMP
fails to even mention it.
Miki and McHugh, Selectable marker genes in transgenic plants: applications, alternatives and
biosafety http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0168165603002906 whom the RARMP
cites, also noted in 2004 that there were advances in: “the development of strategies for eliminating
selectable marker genes to generate marker-free plants. Among the several technologies described,
two have emerged with significant potential. The simplest is the co-transformation of genes of interest
with selectable marker genes followed by the segregation of the separate genes through conventional
genetics. The more complicated strategy is the use of site-specific recombinases, under the control of
inducible promoters, to excise the marker genes and excision machinery from the transgenic plant
after selection has been achieved.”
The EU requires that antibiotic resistance marker genes be monitored and used with caution
http://www.gmocompass.org/eng/safety/human_health/126.position_efsa_antibiotic_resistance_markers.html
We recommend that the applicants now be required to develop and submit a feasibility plan to
the OGTR and FSANZ, prior to any licence being granted, for the complete removal of
antibiotic resistance marker genes from all GM wheat and barley lines for which the applicants
may subsequently apply for commercial release.
2. Characterization
a. Complete molecular characterization of GMOs proposed for release should be required prior to
licensing. But section 5.7 of the RARMP discloses that groups 2 and 4 do not satisfy this condition.
Some parts of this application are thus premature. The applicant excuses a lack of characterisation
(footnotes to tables on page 2 of the application): “… as the plantlets are still in tissue culture we have
been unable to perform any characterization yet.”
We recommend that the applicants be required to reapply for these components of the present
application, after the mature plantlets have been fully characterized.
b. It appears odd that: “no phenotypic screens are currently available” (application page 8) for wheat
seed in Group #2 which is derived from trials licensed under DIRs 094 and 099 and from glasshouse
grown material.
The applicant also notes in relation to wheat Group #4 that: “Not all transgenic lines carrying listed
constructs will be selected for field testing.” (Foot of table 5, page 37) The applicant promises
phenotypic data about those to be released but gives no undertaking on molecular characterization.
We recommend that all this information supplied in a timely manner prior to any field testing
be a prerequisite for the licensing of these lines.

3. Experimental design
The OGTR has a legitimate interest in only licensing trials that produce scientific data useful for the
evaluation of the environmental and public health safety of ongoing projects that may lead to
commercialisation. It is therefore unsatisfactory that the applicants propose to trial only one control
wheat genotype (the parent line) and up to 14 negative segregants of the trangenics.
We recommend that the OGTR require some other well-performing wheat and barley varieties
to also be trialed so that robust data is available for comparison.
4. Gene stacking
At page 5, the applicant’s proposal discloses an intention to stack genes: “through co-bombardment
of a mixture of candidate genes (2-5 genes) selected from table 5 or by crossing, … The transgenic
lines (up to 60 lines) carrying multiple candidate genes will also be tested in field trial …”
This intention and its potential impacts are inadequately addressed in section 177, 182 of the RARMP
which only envisages stacking as a result of crossing in the field: “… which could potentially lead to
increased toxicity or allergenicity.” This does adequately canvass the issues raised by the deliberate
but unspecified stacking proposed by the applicant.
We recommend that the GMOs with stacked traits proposed by the applicant should be the
subject of separate applications to te OGTR as the absence of specificity about what is
proposed and the complete lack of characterization of the GMOs make this part of the
application impossible to assess and therefore unacceptable.
5. Genetic interactions
The RARMP consistently downplays the likelihood that one or more of the candidate genes, when
stacked with others, may significantly increase the capacity of wheat or barley to survive in the
environment and to become weedy (section 212 for instance). Even in the absence of robust data the
RARMP asserts a lack of ‘significant’ harm. Yet, these trials represent a perfect opportunity for
additional data to be generated on the unresolved questions of weediness.
Weediness is not an insignificant matter that can be assessed on the basis of best guesses.
Environmental protection is the OGTR’s core business and assumptions and guesses are not good
enough. Recall that weed management already directly costs the Australian economy around $4-5
billion pa. Commonwealth regulators and publicly funded researchers in this field have a responsibility
to actively prevent the deliberate or inadvertent introduction of new, less-manageable weeds. The
way to ground their reassurances is in sound science and robust data.
We recommend that the applicant be required to manage these trials so that data is gathered
to show the extent to which wheat and barley, especially those varieties with GM altered
survival traits, may persist in the Australian environment and become weedy.
6. Decontamination
The applicant seeks OGTR approval to decommission parts of the whole trial site as the trials in that
location end and monitoring is discontinued (Section 7.4, Page 7). But this implies a questionable
assumption that such trial plots will be unaffected by continuing adjacent trials. The whole site should
be managed as a single entity for the duration of the licence.
We recommend that this request not be approved.

7. Independent research
The applicant, at section 8.4 page 47 cites Fuchs and Astwood, 1996 in support of its argument that
the “NPTII protein rapidly degrades under simulated mammalian digestive conditions.” But Roy L
Fuchs is a staff scientist at Monsanto.
Likewise, section 85 and 164 of the OGTR’s RARMP supports its case for assuming the safety of the
npt, bar and pat genes for antibiotic resistance by citing – along with two EFSA papers - an
unpublished report that has not been peer reviewed: “CERA (2011) A review of the environmental
safety of the PAT protein. Centre for Environmental Risk Assessment, ILSI Research Foundation.”
According to the CERA site “This report summarizes the proceedings of the conference, including
presentations, case studies, a summary of discussions, and the points of consensus agreed by the
participants.” http://cera-gmc.org/index.php?action=publications The report’s independence and
credibility of CERA’s is further compromised by membership of its scientific advisory council which
includes: ex-Gene Technology Regulator Sue Meek whose biography asserts “In the industry sphere,
Dr Meek has principally been involved with the establishment of biologically‐based business
ventures.”; Roger Beachy who worked at the Monsanto-founded and funded Danforth Centre and
while at Washington University developed the first GM tomato in collaboration with Monsanto; Jerry
Hjelle, Vice-President Science Policy, Monsanto Company; and Eija Pehu, Senior Advisor, Agriculture
& Rural Development Department, World Bank.
We recommend that the OGTR not rely exclusively on sources of advice, data or research
results from sources that are tainted by conflicts of interest.
8. GRAS - MSG
Section 80 of the RARMP is cavalier in its dismissal of a potential allergy problem with glutamates.
The weblink at footnote 10 in the RARMP does not exist but the “Food Ingredients and Colors
International Food Information Council (IFIC) and U.S. Food and Drug Administration, November
2004; revised April 2010 confirms that the USFDA regards MSG as Generally Recognised as Safe
http://www.fda.gov/food/foodingredientspackaging/ucm094211.htm
However, our household’s personal experience of MSG is that its unwelcome and unheralded
presence in a restaurant meal elicits flushing, nausea, headache and sometimes palpitations within
two minutes of the first mouthful taken by one of us. Even restaurateurs who insist they have not
added MSG themselves will then confirm its unwitting presence in a pre-prepared sauce.
In the population at large, our experience of allergic reactions to MSG among some people appears
supported as: “A 1995 FDA-commissioned report by the FASEB … stated that an unknown
percentage of the population may react to monosodium glutamate and develop a monosodium
glutamate symptom complex when consuming more than 3 grams of monosodium glutamate alone.
The report compiled several, mostly very non-specific and common, symptoms from anecdotal
reports, including burning sensation in the back of the neck, forearms and chest, numbness in the
back of the neck, radiating to the arms and back, tingling, warmth and weakness in the face, temples,
upper back, neck and arms, facial pressure or tightness, chest pain, headache, nausea, rapid
heartbeat, bronchospasm, drowsiness, weakness.[9] U. S. Department of Health and Human
Services, U. S. Food and Drug Administration, "FDA and Monosodium Glutamate (MSG)," August 31,
1995 See: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glutamic_acid_%28flavor%29 As this summary explains, the
naturally occurring bound form of glutamate may have different effects (including flavour
enhancement) than its free form. The RARMP ignores this nuance.

We recommend that the OGTR and FSANZ give more serious and sustained attention to the
specific problem of increased free glutamates in GM foods and related issues of altered levels
of metabolites in GM plants and their food products.
9. Risk scenarios
It is not good enough that on eight occasions the RARMP asserts that negative outcomes are ‘not
expected’, without offering the public any hard evidence for these conclusions. And on twenty-one
occasions the RARMP asserts that negative events are ‘unlikely’ or that positive ones are ‘likely’, with
scant referencing and no substantial data or scientific evidence to support these claims.
The RARMP is selective in its citations of evidence and considers only likely scenarios when we know
it is often unexpected events like viruses crossing species or tsunamis breaching containment that
create catastrophic impacts. The OGTR’s strategy of considering only conceivable scenarios within
their own limited frame of reference, and never worst case scenarios, lulls the public and policymakers into a false sense of security, untroubled by new evidence or critical evaluations.
Section 173 of the RARMP concedes that: “No toxicity studies have been performed on the GM wheat
and barley plant material or the isolated encoded proteins.”
Yet in section 174 the RARMP discounts the cited evidence (Zhang et al, 2011), “that natural plant
miRNAs can be absorbed by mammals through food intake, and have the potential to modulate gene
expression in animals,” which directly challenges one of our regulators’ core assumptions. miRNAs
were found in the sera of Chinese rice eaters but an animal study found: “The effect on the mouse
gene … ceased when rice was no longer included in the food intake.” This is not reassuring because
in the worst case, which the OGTR never considers, if GM rice varieties dominated in the food supply
and provoked toxic or allergic reactions, their staple food may be denied to at least 20% of the world’s
population.
Section 175 also confirms: “The possibility exists that similar effects from novel small RNA molecules
expressed in Group 1 and Group 3 GM wheat and barley lines could occur.” The RARMP again
discounts any potential problem by observing that in humans the GM “wheat or barley would need to
constitute a large proportion of the diet, and the siRNA would need to be expressed at high levels in
the wheat or barley material consumed, match a target sequence of a human or animal gene and be
taken up by cells expressing the gene.” The RARMP makes no informed estimate of the probability of
these conditions coinciding but seeks instead to reassure us by concluding: “ie. The effect would end
with the cessation of food intake.” Again, for affected individuals that would mean no bread, pasta or
other wheat products.
Canadian gynaecologists Aris and Leblanc, Reproductive Toxicology, 2011 February 18, also found
the metabolites of Bt toxins, probably from GM crops, in the sera of pregnant women and their fetuses
yet that research has not been cited or critically reviewed by the RARMP or any other Australian
regulators. The unreferenced ad hominem attack on the research posted on the FSANZ website has
no credibility at all. See:
http://www.foodstandards.gov.au/consumerinformation/gmfoods/fsanzresponsetostudy5185.cfm
Our regulator’s dominant assumption is that ingested DNA and protein do not survive digestion or
have the potential to be incorporated into gut bacteria or the genome of the mammals that ingest the
GMO, echoes the applicant’s claim (P52) is based of research using simulated gastric juices. The
RARMP does not cite the study by “Transgenes in Genetically Modified Soya Survive Passage
Through the Human Small Bowel but are Completely Degraded in the Colon.” See:
http://www.nature.com/nbt/journal/v22/n2/full/nbt934.html

We recommend that the OGTR and other regulators critically reevaluate their numerous
assumptions to bring more scientific rigour into their assessments. Scientific critics and the
interested public, as well as pro-GM advocates, should be included in their deliberations.
10. Application deficiencies ignored
The applicant consistently fails to provide the data and scientific information requested by questions
posed by the OGTR’s risk analysis framework, agreed by all Australian governments under the
national uniform regulatory system. The OGTR should therefore not have accepted this application
and by doing so has failed to observe the provisions of the Gene Technology Act 2000 and its
regulations.
For instance, section 8.6 Attachment 14 at page 51 asks for “Details of the stability of the genotype(s)
of the GMO(s), including a statement on whether it has a potentially unstable genotype.” The applicant
responds that: ”As biolistic transformation often results in the presence of multiple inserts segregation
ratios have not been worked out for these lines.”
We recommend that trait stability, the number and position of all transgenic inserts should be
required to be determined before an application is accepted.
Likewise, Section 8.7 Attachment 15 Page 52 of the application asks for “Details of the extent to which
the genetic modification has been characterized (that is, the DNA sequenced, and the potential gene
products understood). Yet, in relation to Group #4 lines (page 53) the applicant admits that: “function
of some of the candidate genes has not been characterized … or (is) unknown.”
We recommend that this answer not be accepted.
And Section 8.8 Page 54 Attachment 16 requires the applicant to provide “Details of the location of the
inserted DNA and the number of copies that will be present in the final construct.” However, the
applicant responds that: “For Groups #1 and #2 and #4 and #5 the transgenes are expected to be
inserted into the wheat or barley genomes at random in various copy numbers depending on the
individual transformant. The exact location with the genome is not known and will not be determined
as the plants are not intended for commercial use,” and “The lines in Group #6 have been shown to
carry between 2 and 4 copies of the transgene … The location will not be determined.” (Page 55)
We recommend that the application be rejected until this information is supplied.
In addition, section 8.11 Attachment 19 ask the applicant for: “Details of the type of vector to be used
in the transfer (including a description of the vector), showing the position of the inserted DNA and any
other control sequences or markers in the vector.” Again the applicant responds vaguely that: “When
using biolistic transformation the integration of the plasmid into the genomic DNA occurs at random,
thus the point in the plasmid at which integration occurs is not known.”
We recommend that this response not be accepted as adequate.
Genetic Manipulation techniques are so lacking in precision that GMOs are unpredictable and pose
safety risks. Although they will not yet be commercialized, the products of these trials are proposed for
animal and human feeding trials so it is unacceptable that the safety, number, location, stability and
expression of the candidate genes are not fully known and understood.
We recommend that the application be rejected until the applicant supplies all the missing
data.

Conclusions:
Application DIR111 fails to satisfy the requirements of the Risk Analysis Framework by
inadequately responding to the questions posed by the application form. The OGTR has a
statutory responsibility to reject applications that fail to meet the evidentiary standards set by
the Risk Assessment Framework. We therefore recommend that application DIR111 be
rejected.
The RARMP is also deficient in its treatment of the key matters enumerated above and we
therefore also recommend that the RARMP be substantially revised prior to any DIR111 licence
being issued.

